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Lead agencies may include 15 hardcopies of this document when submitting electronic copies of Environmental Impact
Reports, Negative Declarations, Mitigated Negative Declarations, or Notices of Preparation to the State Clearinghouse
(SCH). The SCH also accepts other summaries, such as EIR Executive Summaries prepared pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15123. Please include one copy of the Notice of Completion Form (NOC) with your submission and attach the
summary to each electronic copy of the document.
SCH #:
Project Title: Dooley Track I ECP P20-00147-ECPA
Lead Agency: Napa County
Contact Name: Pamela Arifian
Email: pamela.arifian@countyofnapa.org

Phone Number: 707-259-5934

Project Location: Napa; Napa
City

County

Project Description (Proposed actions, location, and/or consequences).
Earth-disturbing activities on slopes greater than 5% for i) a new vineyard encompassing approximately 1.0-acres
(approximately 0.9 net planted acres) and the ongoing maintenance of erosion control measures associated with
approximately 0.3 gross acres (0.2 net-acre) of existing vineyard developed without benefit of an approved Erosion
Control Plan.

Identify the project’s significant or potentially significant effects and briefly describe any proposed mitigation measures that
would reduce or avoid that effect.
The proposed project could result in potentially significant impacts associated with removal of 0.08-acre of coyote brush
scrub that offers potential nesting habitat for white-tailed kite and migratory birds. Implementation of Mitigation Measure
BR-1 would require pre-construction survey for nesting birds prior to any vegetation removal or ground disturbance
during nesting season, and avoidance if nests are found. Impacts are considered to be less than significant with
mitigation incorporated.
The proposed project could result in potentially significant impacts on cultural resources and Tribal cultural resources.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-1 would require cultural sensitivity training, that work is stopped if any
resources or human remains are discovered until the resources have been evaluated by a professional archaeologist
and a Yocha Dehe Wintun Nation Tribal Cultural Monitor, and to incorporate appropriate treatment protocols as
necessary. Impacts are considered to be less than significant with mitigation incorporated.
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continued
If applicable, describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by
agencies and the public.

Located in a groundwater deficient area (Milliken-Tulucay-Sarco), the project proposed to irrigate with recycled water
exclusively. Condition of approval regarding recycled water and groundwater monitoring and reporting would ensure that
no impacts occur relative to groundwater supplies, recharge, or local aquifer levels.

Provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.

